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Let si be an algebra of operators on a Hubert space Jf, and let Lat si
denote the lattice of all j^-invariant subspaces. Recall [4] that si is said
to be reflexive if every operator which leaves invariant every element of
Lat si is already in si. Thus, reflexive operator algebras are completely
determined by their invariant subspace lattices, and one might hope to get
useful information about the algebra si by studying the lattice Lat si.
One question that arises here is, which specific lattices occur as the lattice
Lat si of some algebra si! Such lattices are called reflexive (it is very easy
to see that reflexive lattices have an equivalent definition which is dual to
the definition of reflexive algebra). In this paper we announce some results
of a study of reflexive lattices; full details will appear elsewhere.
Before going further, we want to describe the type of concrete problems
which led to these considerations. To specify a reflexive algebra si on a
separable space ^f, it is equivalent to specify a sequence 9Jl1,S0î2,... of
closed subspaces of tf {si is then defined as {T: T9Kf £ 9Wf, i ^ 1}). To
get a fairly general class of examples, let n be a positive integer, and let
X be the countable Cartesian product Xx x X2 x • • • of the sets X(
= {1,2,..., n}. X comes equipped with a product Borel structure, and we
define subsets EtJ £ AT, i ^ 1,1 ^ j' ^ n, to be the cylinders

Etj=

{xeX:xtSJ},

where xt denotes the zth coordinate of the sequence x. Now choose a
finite measure fi on X, let Jf7 = L2(X, n)9 and define subspaces 9W0- of
j f by ^j = L2(EU, fji). Then the operator algebra
s/(X9 ii) = {Te X(JT): T50io S <% for all ij}
is reflexive, and it always contains the multiplication algebra of L°°(X, /x).
Of course, the properties of these algebras will depend strongly on the
measure jx. We want to take up two types of special cases:
Problem 1. Let n ^ 2, and define \x on X by fi = Yl? A*i> where each fit
assigns uniform mass 1/n to each point of {1,2,..., n}. Let sin be the
associated operator algebra. Can sim and sin be similar if m # n?
Problem 2. Take n = 2, and choose a number p, 0 < p < 1. Let \i
= YlT Vi, where each \i{ assigns mass p to {1} and mass 1 — p to {2}. Let
^ p be the associated operator algebra. Can sip and siq be similar if
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